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ABSTRACT 
This study aim to evaluate the patient dose undergoing some 
common diagnostic department in four selected hospitals (Antaliya, 
Yastabshroon, Dar Alelaje and Royal Care) in Khartoum state. A total of 
360 patients were examined. The data were collected using a particular 
data sheet for all patients in order to maintain consistency of the 
information. The data were analyzed by using the software (SPSS) and 
Microsoft excel. The obtained results showed that the digital techniques 
have been used to improve the practice of radiology, but still there is a 
risk of over use of radiation. We found main advantages of digital 
imaging are the wide dynamic range, post processing, multiple viewing 
options, and electronic transfer and archiving possibilities, but over 
exposure can occur without an adverse impact on image quality. The 
obtained results were shown differences between hospitals, and all 
radiation measured values were compatible with international guidelines 
except the chest values. We concluded that the doses to the patients 
should be regularly monitored and the proposed for national DRLs 
should be taken as guidance for optimization. The study recommends 
diagnosis through the use of computed radiography devices because the 
radiation dose is less than conventional imaging systems and enables us 
to adjust the image at a higher quality. 
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